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Abstract

This paper formalizes the idea that advertising can be understood as a way to coordinate

consumers�buying decisions in markets with consumption externalities. Information con-

veyed by advertising is not limited to product characteristics. Advertising, and in particular

the intensity of advertising, is also informative about the number of consumers who know

about the product. More advertising shifts expectations towards a larger consumer base,

increasing the willingness to buy the product when there are consumption externalities. A

simple model is developed. The producer advertises its product, but the intensity of adver-

tising is uncertain. Each consumer observes a random number of ads, which increases with

the intensity of the campaign. Upon observing ads, consumers form expectations about the

number of other consumers who will purchase the good. The more advertising a consumer

sees, the more likely he is to buy the good.
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1 Introduction

Advertising has a very important role in modern economic life. Consumers are faced with ad-

vertising in a growing number of media (Television, radio, newspaper, the internet etc.). In

2003, �rms spent more than $235 billion on advertising in the United States. Despite extensive

research, it is not clear why and how advertising works; many important e¤ects of advertising

remain poorly understood. Starting with Stigler (1961) and Nelson (1974), economists have

focused on the informational aspect of advertising. This view argues that advertising primarily

a¤ects demand by conveying useful information to consumers on the existence and on the char-

acteristics of the product. The information can directly provided to consumers (Butters (1977),

Grossman and Shapiro (1984) and Robert and Stahl (1993)) or indirectly when advertising has

a signalling role. However, most of the advertising is made for products and �rms that are well-

known to consumers. It is thus often argued that many advertisements have almost no explicit

content, and thus provide no information to consumers (See for example Tesler (1964)). This

has led to alternative theories of advertising. In particular, several recent papers have explored

the role of advertising as a coordination device in markets with consumption externalities. This

literature builds on Bagwell and Ramey (1994), who show that �rms can coordinate consumers�

purchases through advertising. In many markets, consumers�purchasing decisions depend on the

purchasing decisions of other consumers, which gives rise to a coordination problem. The reason

can be technological, as in the case of network externalities (See Katz and Shapiro (1985)).

The reason can also be social; Becker (1991) shows that people often want to consume what

is popular. Chwe (1999) also shows that, for reasons of social standing, people want to wear

the right clothes or to consume the right products. For instance, watching a movie brings more

utility if other people have watched it and it is possible to discuss and share opinions about it.
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Even for products like beer or soft drink, buying a popular brand is preferred if one expects that

their friends are more likely to like it.

Pastine and Pastine (2002) and Clark and Horstmann (2004, 2005) develop models with

consumption externalities in which advertising plays the role of a coordination device for con-

sumers. The models di¤er in their details but the basic speci�cation is similar. Consumers are

perfectly informed about the existence and characteristics of the product. The utility that con-

sumers derive from consumption depends on the number of other consumers that purchase that

product. They consider two �rms which compete through advertising and prices. To summarize

their analysis, the consumption externality creates multiple equilibria. If consumers believe that

other consumers are going to choose one of the products, it becomes rational to purchase that

same product. They show that advertising can coordinate consumers expectations. Consumers

go for the most intensively advertised product1. Advertising plays the role of a coordination

device that enables consumers to coordinate on a �self-ful�lling� focal equilibrium: consumers

purchase the product that is most heavily advertised. Advertising is a self-ful�lling prophecy.

If everybody believes that people react to advertising, it is then rational to react to advertising.

But advertising is just a costly signal in the sense that any other instrument could be used. The

very nature of advertising plays no particular role in the analysis.

In this paper, we argue that the coordination role of advertising can be understood not as

a mere coordination device but as the consequence of the informativeness of the scale of adver-

tising campaigns. Consumers learn not only about the characteristics of the product, but also

about the number of other potential consumers. More advertising increases the awareness that

many consumers know about the product. This shifts expectations towards a larger externality.

Chwe (2001) documents this important aspect of advertising. In his words: �By observing the

1Their advetising technology di¤ers from the one we use in the present model.
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campaign vast�s scale alone, each person could surmise that others were seeing the ads also.� this

also means that the informational content of an ad can be di¤erent from consumer to consumer.

A consumer seeing an ad for the �rst time learns about the existence of the product and its

characteristics. A consumer seeing the same ad for the nth time does not learn anything new

about the characteristics of the product but learns something about the intensity of the cam-

paign. Advertising contributes to create common knowledge among consumers that the product

exists. Of course, knowing that more consumers are aware of the product is not enough to shift

expectations about purchasing decisions. But if some consumers may decide to purchase the

good even if their expectations about the sales are low, they would derive enough utility from

the intrinsic value of the good.

The analysis reveals the importance of scale e¤ects in an advertising campaign. Repeat

advertising can have a multiplier e¤ect on consumers decisions. But the ingredients needed

to fully use the multiplier e¤ect are numerous. The �rm�s reputation and past advertising

campaigns matter. The choice of advertising channel and the type of media is also shown to

be very important. In particular, advertising that creates improved common knowledge among

consumers about the existence of the product can have tremendous impact.

The role of common knowledge in coordination games has recently attracted much atten-

tion in the economic literature following the pioneering work on global games by Carlsonn and

Vandamme (1993), and the recent application of this concept to many economic applications

by Morris and Shin. The present paper borrows the technique from the global games literature

and applies it to advertising for goods with social externalities. This modeling approach leads

to a unique equilibrium in the modi�ed game. This gives a more solid foundation to the coor-

dinating role of advertising. Advertising is not just coordination device that enables consumers

to focus on an equilibrium with a large network size. Consumers react optimally given their
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expectations. The coordinating role of advertising can be generated by a novel feature of the

informative nature of advertising. Advertising (and in particular repeat advertising) does not

necessarily inform consumers about prices or about the quality of the product. Advertising

can be e¤ective when informative about the number of other consumers that are aware of the

product. If seeing a lot of advertising makes you believe it is more likely that your neighbor is

aware of the product, it can shape your expectation about the number of people who are going

to purchase the good.

Chwe (2001,b) is an empirical analysis of advertising in markets with consumption external-

ities. In a very simple model, he shows the value for the advertisers of consumers being aware

that other consumers are seeing the ad. Chwe�s analysis goes further than his simple model.

Informally, he argues that advertising generates common knowledge and leads to coordination.

He also documents that social brands advertise more heavily in popular shows. It is natural that

�rms which sell goods with consumptions externalities are ready to pay a premium for slots on

popular shows. The present paper is complementary to Chwe�s informal analysis. It models in

a precise way the idea that advertising conveys information about the intensity of advertising

and as a result of the number of consumers who have seen the advertising.

Section 2 introduces the coordination game between consumers purchasing a good with

consumption externalities. By introducing incomplete information on the intrinsic value of the

good, we show that the game has a unique equilibrium. Advertising technology in described in

section 3. Section 4 solves for a simple model with two consumers and at most two ads, that

conveys most of the intuition of the results. Section 5 introduce the �rms�s decision to advertise.

Section 6concludes. We analyze in the appendix a more general model with a continuum of

consumers and a more complete advertising structure, and we show that the results obtained in

section 4 generalize to this more general set-up.
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2 Buying a social good: a coordination game

We analyze a simple model of consumption externalities. Two2 consumers can purchase a new

product. This product displays consumption externalities. A consumer�s utility is larger if the

other consumer buys the product as well. Let � denote the intrinsic value of the good, let c

denote the cost of the purchase and let N denote the consumption externality, or bandwagon

e¤ect.

Payo¤s are summarized in the following matrix.

Buy Don�t buy

Buy � � c+N; � � c+N � � c; 0

Don�t buy 0; � � c 0; 0

As a function of the value of the parameters, there are three cases to consider in the analysis

of the Nash equilibria of this coordination game:

� If � > c; Buy is a dominant strategy for consumers. The intrinsic value of the product

is large enough for consumers to buy the product even if they believed that the other

consumer was not purchasing.

� If � < c�N , Don�t Buy is a dominant strategy for consumers. The value of the product

is below c even if a consumer believes that the other consumer is buying.

� If c �N < � < c, there are two pure-strategy Nash equilibria3 Consumers play a coordi-

2The assumption that there are only two potential consumers is made to simplify the analysis. In section
4, we relax this assumption and allow for an in�nite number of buyers. The two models are, in reality, closely
related, since we can reinterpret the probabilty that the other consumer purchases the good as the proportion
of the population which purchases the good. This would not be the case if the externality was not linear in the
number of other consumers.

3Which implies that there is also a mixed strategy equilibrium.
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nation game. Each one wants to buy the good only if the other is also buying it.

We now introduce incomplete information about the value of the good �.4 We assume that

� is randomly drawn from the real line5with each realization equally likely. Potential consumers

observe a private signal xi = �+"i. Each "i is independently normally distributed6 with mean 0

and standard deviation �. This implies that a consumer observing signal x to update his belief

an to consider � to be distributed normally with mean x and standard deviation �.

A buying strategy is now a mapping specifying the action a 2 f0; 1g as a function of the

signal received. Action 1 (0) represents the (no) purchase decision. We consider switching

strategies in which a consumer buys the good when the signal he receives is above some cuto¤

point x�:

a (x) =

8><>:
1, if x > x�

0, if x � x�

If a consumer observes a signal x and believes that the other consumer is using the same

strategy with cuto¤ point x�, he then assigns probability 1 � �
�

1p
2�
(x� � x)

�
that the other

buys the good consumer (or that he observed a signal above the cuto¤ point). In particular,

after observing a signal equal to the cuto¤ point x�, he assigns a probability of 1
2 , to the

other consumer buying. At an equilibrium, he is indi¤erent between buying and not buying.

4We follow the literature on global games initiated by Carlsson-van Damme (1993) and further developed in
various papers by Morris and Shin.

5 Improper priors allow us to concentrate on the updated beliefs of consumers conditional on their signals. This
technique has been used by Morris and Shin in the context of currency crises models. See Morris and Shin (2000)
for a discussion of this approach.

6The normality of the noise term is not a restrictive assumption. Same results would obtain if we had xi =
� + �"i with "i distributed according to any smooth symmetric cdf F(.).
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Equalizing the payo¤s, we get :

1

2
(x� � c+N) + 1

2
(x� � c) = 0:

Thus an equilibrium is characterized by a cuto¤ x� = c� N
2 .

Consumers� expectations play a central role in their purchasing decisions. Based on the

signal they receive, they form beliefs about the probability that the other consumer is going

to buy. This means that a higher signal has two e¤ects. First, there is a direct increase in

the private value of the good. Second, there is an indirect e¤ect. A higher signal informs the

consumer that the other consumer is likely to have received a high signal too: this bandwagon

e¤ect increases the value of the externality.

The introduction of incomplete information yields a unique equilibrium in the coordination

game. How can advertising play a role in this framework? There is no real need for coordination.

The point is that consumers�behavior depends on their expectations about the market size. The

role of advertising is to shape these expectations. In the next section, we introduce a micro-

founded model of advertising in which the intensity of the campaign shapes consumers beliefs

about the market size. A vast campaign leads to a large informed pool of potential consumers.

We show then that the more ads a consumer sees, the lower his signal needs to be for him to

purchase the product. The �rst advertisement he sees informs him about the private value of

the good, additional advertisement is informative of the network externality.

3 Advertising technology

In the previous section, we assumed that all consumers were aware of the product existence

and received a signal about its quality. All this was common knowledge among consumers.
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Recently, the role of common knowledge in coordination games has been investigated in several

papers. Morris and Shin (2001,b) discuss how the media in�uence public outcomes and relate

the importance of shared knowledge in coordination games such as currency crises and bank

runs. They analyze in particular the importance of public announcement and the link between

public and private information. In the context of consumption externalities, it is natural to

analyze the role of advertising as a way to coordinate consumers�purchasing decisions. Chwe

(2001) discusses how advertising plays a role of coordination in the markets for social goods.

Advertising is usually understood as informative. Seeing an advertisement provides a consumer

with information about the characteristics of a new product. In the context of our model,

advertising provides consumers with the signal about the value of the good. If this was the only

e¤ect of advertising, consumers would have no use of additional advertising. But advertising also

has an impact on the expected consumption externality. A consumer does not know how many

consumers are aware of the products, since he does not know how many consumers have received

an advertisement. Hence, he does not know either the level of the consumption externality for

a given signal. Repeat advertising creates a bandwagon e¤ect and thus has an indirect e¤ect

on purchasing decisions through this channel. Seeing a lot of advertising convinces a consumer

that the scale of the advertising campaign is large and that the probability that other consumers

have received an ad is high.

We present a simple way to formally model this aspect of advertising as coordinating purchase

decisions. By seeing an ad, a player is made aware of the existence of the product and receives

a signal �i about his valuation for this good. If he does not observe an ad, a player is not aware

of its existence and thus does not make a purchase. This corresponds to the usual informational

role of advertising that is analyzed in the literature. Seeing additional advertisement for the

product does not provide any other information about the product to the consumer, and thus
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is of no use to the consumers in these usual models. Here, repeat advertising is used to infer

about the intensity of the advertising campaign.

Advertising is made through the media. The �rm chooses the intensity of advertising, and

buys a certain number of ads in the newspapers, on the radio and on television. A consumer

does not know the intensity of the advertising campaign, but he is exposed to the media and

randomly observes advertisements drawn from the probability distribution corresponding to the

intensity chosen by the �rm.

To simplify things, suppose a �rm can choose between two advertising strategies (high or low

intensity). Consumers believe that the �rm uses the high intensity campaign with probability �

and the low-intensity with probability (1� �). In section 5, we introduce the �rm�s advertising

decision and endogenize �. The distribution functions p (�jL) and p (�jH) describe the e¤ect of

such campaign in terms of consumers impressions: p (kjH) (respectively p (kjL))represents the

probability that a consumer observes k ads (k = 0; 1; 2; :::n.) when the intensity is high (low)7.

With the �rst ad observed, a consumer learns about the new product and gets a signal �i;which

represents his private value of the good.

We impose the Monotone Likelihood Ratio Property on the advertising technology distrib-

ution.

De�nition 1 The distribution p(�j�) satis�es the Monotone Likelihood Ratio Property (MLRP)

if and only if :

p(kjH)� p(kjL)
p(kjH) is increasing in k.

By Bayes�rule, the posterior probability of a high intensity campaign after observing k ads

7Butters (1977) models advertising in a similar way. A �rm chooses the intensity � of advertising. A given
consumer will the receive advertisng according to a Poisson distribution of parameter �. We view our advertising
technology as a simpli�ed version of Butters�model. Also see Hertzendorf (1993).
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is :

Pr(Hjk) = �p(kjH)
�p(kjH) + (1� �) p(kjL) :

Thus, after a consumer observes k ads, he updates his beliefs about the campaign intensity to

(Pr(Hjk); 1� Pr(Hjk)). Let �ki denotes the probability that another consumer sees i ads when

a given consumer sees k ads. We have:

�ki = [Pr(Hjk) � p (ijH) + (1� Pr(Hjk)) � p (ijL)] :

We now derive some properties of these conditional; probabilities �ki derived from the Monotone

Likelihood Ratio Property. The MLRP condition implies that after observing a larger number of

ads, a consumer thinks that it is more likely that the �rm has used the high intensity advertising

strategy.

Lemma 2 If p(�j�) satis�es MLRP, then observing a higher number of ads increases the posterior

belief of the high intensity campaign: Pr(Hjk) > Pr(Hjj) when k > j:

Proof of lemma 1

To see this, suppose k > j, by MLRP we have

p(kjH)� p(kjL)
p(kjH) >

p(jjH)� p(jjL)
p(jjH) .

Rearranging yields:

p(jjL)
p(jjH) >

p(kjL)
p(kjH) .
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Multiplying both sides by 1��
� and adding 1 yields :

1 +
1� �
�

P (jjL)
p(jjH) > 1 +

1� �
�

p(kjL)
p(kjH) ;

which is equivalent to:

�p(kjH)
�p(kjH) + (1� �)P (kjL) >

�p(jjH)
�p(jjH) + (1� �) p(jjL) ;

which proves that Pr(Hjk) > Pr(Hjj):�

Lemma 3 If p(�j�) satis�es MLRP, then the conditional probabilities �ki also satisfy MLRP

property in i; that is .
�
�ki � �k�1i

�
=�ki is increasing in i.

Proof of lemma 2

We need to show that
�
�ki � �k�1i

�
=�ki is increasing in i.

�ki � �k�1i

�ki
>
�ki�1 � �k�1i�1

�ki�1
is equivalent to

�k�1i�1
�ki�1

>
�ki
�ki
:

Developing yields :

�k�1i

�ki
=
xs+ (1� x)
ys+ (1� y) = � (s)

with x = Pr(Hjk); y = pr (Hjk � 1) and s = Pr(kjH)
Pr(kjL) .

Since p (:j:) satis�es the MLRP, Pr (ijH) =Pr (ijL) is increasing in i.
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We also have that:

�
0
(s) =

x (ys+ 1� y)� y (xs+ 1� x)
(ys+ 1� y)2

=
x� y

(ys+ 1� y)2
> 0.

which completes the proof.�

Lemma 4 If p(�j�) satis�es MLRP, �ki > �k+1i only if p (ijH) < p (ijL) and �ki < �k+1i if

p (ijH) > p (ijL) :

Proof of lemma 3

Pr(Hjk)p (ijH) + Pr(Ljk)p (ijL) > Pr(Hjk + 1)p (ijH) + Pr(Ljk + 1)p (ijL)

, Pr(Hjk) + Pr(Ljk) p (ijL)
p (ijH) > Pr(Hjk + 1) + Pr(Ljk + 1) p (ijL)

p (ijH) :

Since Pr(Hjk) is increasing in k, the result is immediate.�

These lemmas characterize the beliefs of a consumer about the intensity of advertising per-

ceived by the other consumer. The result (that follows our assumptions of MLRP) that the more

advertising a consumer sees, the more optimistic he is about the other consumer has received

a lot of ads, is quite natural if we believe that advertising is random but uniform across the

population. In particular, this assumption would not be satis�ed if there was a total number

of ads sent by mail and that an ad received by one consumer means that it is not received

by another consumer. For such a view of advertising, in which consumers are �competing�for

received ads, see Hertzendorf (1993).

We now incorporate the advertising technology just analyzed in a market with consumption

externalities introduced in section 2.
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4 A two-buyer, two-ad model of repeat advertising

We now go back to the model developed in section 2 and introduce the advertising technology

presented. In this section, to develop some intuitions about the way things work, we simplify

even further the model.

The advertising campaign is of high intensity with probability � or of low-intensity with

probability 1 � �) We assume further that a consumer can observe three di¤erent levels of

advertising. For concreteness, suppose he can observe zero, one or two ads. The following table

summarizes the e¤ect of the intensity advertising campaign in terms of consumers impressions.

It gives the probability that a given consumer observes no ad, one ad or two ads as a function

of the campaign intensity

Low-Intensity High Intensity

No ad p (0jL) p (0jH)

One ad p (1jL) p (1jH)

Two ads p (2jL) p (2jH)

A strategy for a consumer speci�es his purchasing decision as a function of his signal and

the number of ads he has seen. We consider switching strategies, in which a consumer buys the

product if the signal received is above a cuto¤ point that may depend on the number of ads

seen. By assumption, a consumer does not buy when he does not observe an ad, since he is not

aware that the product exists. Let�s call x�1 (x
�
2) the cuto¤ corresponding to the signals above

which a consumer makes a purchase when he has received one (two) ads.

Suppose consumer 1 believes that consumer 2 is using such a strategy with cuto¤ points

(x�1; x
�
2). When he observes two ads, he updates his beliefs about the campaign intensity to
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(Pr(Hjn = 2); 1� Pr(Hjn = 2)). The probability that consumer 1 then assigns to player 2 hav-

ing observed a signal above the cuto¤ point, given player 1 got a signal x is thus:

�22 �
�
1� �

�
1p
2�
(x�2 � x)

��
+ �21 �

�
1� �

�
1p
2�
(x�1 � x)

��

where �ij denotes the probability that consumer 2 sees j ads when player 1 sees i ads: Consumer

1 observing 2 ads and getting a signal x�2 gets, this probability becomes :

l (2) = �22 �
1

2
+ �21 �

�
1� �

�
1p
2�
(x�1 � x�2)

��

This corresponds to the probability that consumer 2 buys given that consumer 1 has observed

two ads and got the cuto¤ signal x�1. Thus l (2) � N corresponds to the expected bandwagon

e¤ect.

Similarly when consumer 1 receives one ad, he updates his beliefs about the campaign in-

tensity to (Pr(Hjn = 1); 1� Pr(Hjn = 1)). The probability he assigns to the other consumer

having observed a signal above the cuto¤ point is as follows:

�12 �
�
1� �

�
1p
2�
(x�2 � x)

��
+ �11

�
1� �

�
1p
2�
(x�1 � x)

��
:

When consumer 1 observes 1 ad and gets a signal x�1, this probability becomes :

l (1) = �12 �
�
1� �

�
1p
2�
(x�2 � x�1)

��
+ �11 �

1

2

An equilibrium obtains when a player seeing n ads and getting a signal of x�n, is indi¤erent

between buying and not buying.
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Summing up, an equilibrium is characterized by the two equations:

l (2) � (x�2 � c+N) + (1� l (2)) (x�2 � c) = 0

l (1) � (x�1 � c+N) + (1� l (1)) (x�1 � c) = 0

We can rewrite this system as:

x�2 = c� l (2)N (1)

x�1 = c� l (1)N (2)

Note that the thresholds are both in the multiple equilibria region of the coordination game

with no advertising. We now show that there exists a unique equilibrium in which the thresholds

x�n are decreasing in n.

Proposition 5 There exists a unique symmetric equilibrium in switching strategies with x�2 <

x�1.

Proof. Let�s �rst prove the existence of such an equilibrium. Consider the system of equations

x�2 = c� l (2)N

x�1 = c� l (1)N:

We know that an equilibrium is a pair (x�1; x
�
2) solving this system. We know that c�N � x�i � c

since l (i) represents the probability that the other player buys and so is between 0 and 1.

[c�N; c] is a compact set. F (x) =

264 c� l (2)N
c� l (1)N

375 is a continuous function on [c�N; c] : By
16



Brouwer�s �xed point theorem, we know there exists a solution.

Let�s now show that in such an equilibrium the cuto¤ points are ordered x�2 < x
�
1: Suppose

towards a contradiction that x�1 < x
�
2. We have:

l (2) = �22 �
1

2
+ �21 �

�
1� �

�
1p
2�
(x�1 � x�2)

��
l (1) = �12 �

�
1� �

�
1p
2�
(x�2 � x�1)

��
+ �11 �

1

2

= �12 �
�
�

�
1p
2�
(x�1 � x�2)

��
+ �11 �

1

2

Hence,

l (2)� l (1) = 1

2

�
�22 � �11

�
+

�
�21 � �

�
1p
2�
(x�1 � x�2)

��
�21 + �

1
2

��

x�1 < x
�
2 implies that �

�
1p
2�
(x�1 � x�2)

�
< 1

2 . So

l (2)� l (1) >
1

2

�
�22 � �11

�
+

�
�21 �

1

2

�
�21 + �

1
2

��
=

1

2

�
�22 + �

2
1 � �11 � �12

�
=

1

2

�
�10 � �20

�
> 0 by MLRP.

But if l (2) > l (1), we can not have x�1 < x
�
2.

Finally, we prove that the equilibrium in switching strategies is unique. Suppose there exist

two equilibria (x�1; x
�
2) and (x

��
1 ; x

��
2 ). From equations (1; 2), we know that �

� = �
�

1p
2�
(x�1 � x�2)

�
can not be equal to ��� = �

�
1p
2�
(x��1 � x��2 )

�
. So suppose �� > ���. Equations (1; 2) im-

ply directly that l� (1) > l�� (1) and l� (2) < l�� (2). But that would imply also x�1 < x��1 and

x�2 > x
��
2 . But then we have x

�
1� x�2 < x��1 � x��2 and �� < ��� which leads to a contradiction.�

This proposition shows that repeat advertising is useful in convincing consumers to purchase
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the good. The di¤erence (x�1 � x�2) represents the impact of repeat advertising. A potential

consumer who is subject to repeat advertising has a lower reservation signal than if he was

subject to only one advertising impression. Similarly, �
�

1p
2�
(x�1 � x�2)

�
represents the increase

in the probability that a given consumer makes a purchase due to repeat advertising. Repeat

advertising works through the change in expectations about the consumption externality. Ad-

ditional advertising informs the viewer that the product is intensely advertised and that other

consumers are informed about the product. In a way, repeat advertising helps the coordination

of the purchasing decisions. But, better coordination is not obtained because advertising is a

coordination device in the usual sense. In this paper, the Nash equilibrium is unique : advertis-

ing brings information to consumer not only about the product but also about the intensity of

the campaign. Repeat advertising is a convincing way to prove to consumers that the product

is heavily advertised and that the coordination problem can be solved.

The impact of repeat advertising comes from the informational content of an additional

advertisement. It depends obviously on the number of ads received but also on many other

important variables. In particular, the heterogeneity in consumers�tastes, summarized by pa-

rameter �, plays an important role. The prior � about the likelihood of an intense advertising

campaign as well as the advertising distribution function are also very important. Additional

advertising is e¤ective when it convinces consumers that the advertising campaign is intense.

Since both parameter � and the advertising technology are part of the prior beliefs that

consumers have about the characteristics of the �rm, one cannot fully understand the impact

of (repeat) advertising without taking into account the �reputation�of the �rm. A �rm with a

reputation for heavy advertising of new products will more easily convince consumers that their

new campaign is intense and that many consumers are aware of the new product. If we were to

extend the analysis to the case of several competing �rms , it is not clear that the most heavily
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advertised �rm would necessarily be more successful. The e¢ ciency of advertising depends on

other factors. Even if the products are of equal quality, the di¤erence between �rms in terms of

past advertising can matter.

The role of the advertising technology and consumers heterogeneity can be better understood

when we make the parameter � very small. This is usual in the global game literature in which

the noise is usually a way to select a unique equilibrium. In our setting, consumers heterogeneity

appears to be a natural assumption, and the equilibrium with a large � has meaningful economic

interpretation. However, taking � to zero leads to some interesting observations. Looking back

at the system of equations characterizing equilibrium thresholds, we see that l (1) and l (2) are

the values we need to consider.

l (1) = �12 �
�
1� �

�
1p
2�
(x�2 � x�1)

��
+ �11 �

1

2

l (2) = �22 �
1

2
+ �21 �

�
1� �

�
1p
2�
(x�1 � x�2)

��

There are two possible cases. Suppose that lim�!0 (x�1 � x�2) > 0, then lim�!0 l (1) = �12 +

�11 � 12 and lim�!0 l (2) = �22 � 12 . Since we need l (2) > l (1), a necessary condition for repeat

advertising to have an impact, when � ! 0; is that 2�12+�
1
1 < �

2
2. When 2�

1
2+�

1
1 > �

2
2; it must

be the case that lim�!0 (x�1 � x�2) = 0 and repeat advertising has no impact. This shows that

consumers heterogeneity is very important for repeat advertising but is not necessary. Repeat

advertising can be e¤ective even with very little heterogeneity when �22 is large enough. The

way to interpret this result is in terms of scale e¤ects. There is a return to run an advertising

campaign in which consumers that see additional ads react very strongly in terms of updating

their beliefs about the intensity of the campaign. To link this with Chwe�s analysis, we can

interpret a large �22 as advertising that generates common knowledge among consumers. The
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number of ads can also be reinterpreted as the quality of the media on which the ad is run. If

one sees a television advertising in a very popular show, he is more inclined to believe that many

other consumers have seen this ad. This is what Chwe calls the Superbowl e¤ect. �It is likely

that people watching a media event know that a vast audience is in attendance. Such awareness

is part of the event�s appeal, and the media are generally eager to report the estimated worldwide

audience�. Advertisement during the Superbowl is very e¤ective for goods with consumption

externalities. Our analysis shows that there can be a qualitative di¤erence between ads with

large potential for common knowledge generation (high �22) and others type of advertisement.

Since the prior � of high intensity campaign enters in �22, we see that the nature of the �rm

advertising its product and its reputation in the eyes of consumers is very important for the

multiplier e¤ect of repeat advertising.

5 Conclusion

Advertising is a complex and important economic phenomenon. In this paper, we analyzed a

model in which advertising informs consumers about the size of the market through the intensity

of the campaign. We show that in the context of a market with consumption externalities, that is

whenever consumers care about what other people consume, repeat advertising has an in�uence

on purchasing decisions.

This analysis also reveals that the impact of advertising depends on many factors such as the

type of media used, the reputation of the �rm through brand name and past campaigns. This

can shed some light on why �rms need to continue to advertise intensively their products even

after these products are well-known by consumers. Repeat advertising helps �rms to maintain

their brand goodwill.
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The importance of consumption externalities shows that advertising plays an important and

special role in markets for products that have the characteristic that what other people think

matters in the purchasing decision. In particular, advertising plays a role in the creation of fads

and fashion. But analyzing such phenomena would require a dynamic model, which is beyond

the scope of this paper.

6 Appendix: A general model

We allow for a more general advertising technology with an arbitrary number of possible impres-

sions per consumers. We show that the main result of the previous section carries over to this

set-up: there is a unique equilibrium with increasing thresholds. Even in this more complicated

setting, repeat advertising works. Each additional advertising a consumer sees increases his

probability of purchase.

There is a continuum of potential buyers. A given consumer observes a random number of

ads drawn from I = [0; 1; :::n], and gets a signal �i if he observes at least one advertisement. A

strategy now speci�es consumers�actions given the signal received and also the number of ads

seen. Formally it is a map si : R� I � f0g ! f0; 1g. By assumption, a consumer does not buy

the good if he does not receive any advertisement. Let S be the space of all strategy pro�les. A

strategy is said to be a switching strategy if, for any k, there exists ��k 2 R such that si (�; k) = 0

if � < ��k and si (�; k) = 1 if � > ��k. A strategy s is said to be monotone if s is a switching

strategy with ordered cut-points ��n � ��n�1 � :: � ��1.

Let�s consider for now that every consumer follows a switching strategy s, that can be

summarized by a vector of cuto¤ points, (��k)
n
k=1. When a consumer receives k ads, he updates

his beliefs about the campaign intensity to (Pr(Hjn = k); 1� Pr(Hjn = k)). Given a signal �,
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he believes that another consumer buys the good with the following probability:

l (k; �) =
kX
i=1

�ki �
�
1� �

�
1p
2�
(��i � �)

��
;

where �ki denotes the probability that player 2 sees i ads when player 1 sees k ads:

�ki = [Pr(Hjn = k) � p (ijH) + (1� Pr(Hjn = k)) � p (ijL)] :

l (k; �) also represents the proportion of consumers who buy the good. To form an equilibrium,

the strategy pro�le s must be such that each consumer�s buying decision is optimal given his

beliefs. In particular, a consumer observing k ads and receiving the signal ��k needs to be

indi¤erent between buying or not, ��k � c + l (k; ��k)N = 0. This yields the following system of

equations that characterize an equilibrium :

��k = c�N�nj=1�kj
�
1� �

�
1

2
p
�

�
��j � ��k

���
:

Proposition 6 There exists a unique equilibrium. The unique equilibrium is in monotone

strategies.

Let�s �rst prove the existence of such an equilibrium.

Consider the system of equations

��k = c�N�nj=1�kj
�
1� �

�
1

2
p
�

�
��j � ��k

���

We know that an equilibrium is a vector f��kg
n
k=1 solving this system. We know that .c�N � ��k �

c since l (k; �) represents the proportion of customers who decide to purchase the good, and so is
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between 0 and 1. [c�N; c] is a compact set. F (x) =
h
c�N�nj=1�kj

�
1� �

�
1

2
p
�
(xj � xk)

��i
is a continuous function on [c�N; c]n The existence of a solution follows Brouwer�s �xed point

theorem..

It remains to show that there exists a unique equilibrium in monotone strategies, and that

all equilibria are of this form.

Let�s de�ne on S, the set of strategy pro�les, the best response operator BB : S ! S so that

:

B(si) = arg max
a2f0;1g

E�i ; kiU (a; �i; ki; s�i) .

De�ne S0 to be the space of monotone strategy pro�les such that are undominated. Clearly it is

a dominant strategy to buy whenever � > c and it is a dominant strategy not to buy whenever

� < c�N . So we know that B:S0 ! S0. If we start the highest possible strategy pro�le s in S0;

that is a strategy that prescribes to buy whenever the signal is higher than c � N , and apply

the best response operator, we obtain a decreasing sequence of monotone pro�les- each of which

becomes an upper bound on iteratively undominated strategies. Similarly if we start with the

smallest possible strategy pro�le s in S0, that is the strategy that prescribes to buy whenever the

signal is higher than c, and apply the best response operator, we obtain an increasing sequence

of monotone pro�les- each of which becomes a lower bound on the set of rationalizable pro�les.

We now show that this process converges to a uniquely iteratively undominated pro�le s�, which

also is a Nash Equilibrium.

To do this, we show that the best-response operator is a contraction. To do that, we use the

following metric on strategies.

�
�
s; s

0
�
= min

"

h
" : s+ " > s

0
and s

0
+ " > s

i
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with (s+ ") (�; k) = s (� + "; k). Intuitively, the distance between two strategies correspond to

the minimum shift in signal that would make a strategy larger than another. If a strategy is

represented by cut-points f��kg
n
k=1, the distance between the two strategies corresponds to the

sup-norm: �
�
s; s

0
�
= supk

�����k � �0�k ���. �S0; �� is a complete metric space. To show that B is a

contraction, we must show that � (Bs;B (s+ ")) < �� (s; s+ ").

The system of equations characterizing the best-response s� characterized by cut-points

f��kg
n
k=1 to a strategy s characterized by cut-points f�kg

n
k=1is:

��k = c�N�nj=1�kj
�
1� �

�
1

2
p
�
(�j � ��k)

��
.

LetH (�; �� (�)) = ��k�c+N�nj=1�kj
�
1� �

�
1

2
p
�
(�j � ��k)

��
. By the Implicit Function theorem,

we have :

@��

@�
= �@H (�; �

�)

@�
=
@H (�; ��)

@��
.

Hence,

@��k
@�

=
N�nj=1�

k
j

�
1

2
p
�
�
�

1
2
p
�
(�j � ��k)

��
1 +N�nj=1�

k
j

�
1

2
p
�
�
�

1
2
p
�
(�j � ��k)

�� .
It is immediate that 0 < @��k

@� < N
N�nj=1�

k
j

�
�(0)

2
p
�

�
1+N�nj=1�

k
j

�
�(0)

2
p
�

� < 1. Calling � = N
N�nj=1�

k
j

�
�(0)

2
p
�

�
1+N�nj=1�

k
j

�
�(0)

2
p
�

� , we
have that � (Bs;B (s+ ")) < �� (s; s+ ") ; which proves that the best-response operator is a

contraction..

This proves that the process of iterative deletion of strictly dominated strategies converges

to a unique strategy pro�le s�. Furthermore, this strategy pro�le is monotone. To see that,

recall that we start the process with s and s
_
, which are monotone pro�les (since the cut-points

are equal). A given buyer believing that the other buyers follow a monotone strategy has a
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network externality that is non-decreasing in the number of ads he sees. This comes from the

MLRP of the probability distribution of advertising. This leads the best response cuto¤ to be

ordered and thus the best-response pro�le to be monotone:
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